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About This Game

JQ: cosmos - this is a quiz game about space.
In this game you are expected by questions on 3 subjects: planets, astronauts and constellations, and also 2 mini-games with
endless gameplay: "What planet is bigger?"and "Which planet is closer to the sun?". Choose the correct answer among the 4

options offered to pass the next level.
Features:

 50+ levels

 3 main themes and 2 mini-games with endless gameplay

 Interesting soundtrack

 Steam Achievements

Credits: This game was created using Clickteam Fusion 2.5! Music by Erwarda Savitnaag.
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Title: JQ: cosmos
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Snkl Studio
Publisher:
Snkl Studio
Franchise:
JQ
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 110 MB available space

English,Russian
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Pro(s) :
+ Anime tiddies.
+ Anime asses.
+ Fanservice scene and artwork.
+ Uncensored (Unlike Vita version), but remember, there's no nipples so don't get your hopes up.
+ Rubbing monster girl to listen to their moans and enjoying their ahegao face
+ Nep - Nep, Nepu - Nepu, ねぷねぷ, ネプネプ.

Con(s) :
- Story are dull and boring.
- Buggy / Issues.
- Save feature are kinda.. Awkward.
- Translation is sucks sometime.

Idk the story is just meh for me, the intro are good, but as soon as you play, wherever you go there's always a student / monster
girl that'll attack you for no reason.
Also there's a lot of issues right now, the screen goes black, sound stuttering, etc.
The save feature is weird, your cards will be autosaved while your story won't, so even if you start a new game you'll be using
the latest cards you've obtained. Also sometimes you can forgot to save that you need to replay a few stages because of it.
I won't say this game is repetitive because it's a card game anyway.
But i still loves the rubbing concept, it's really unique to level up your monster by rubbing their body.

Conclusion is, if you're looking for interesting game like Hyperdimension franchise then don't buy this game. If you're looking
for a casual game that you can enjoy and relax yourself after a defeat in competitive game or whatever life throws you, then buy
this.

Rub - rub, Nep - Nep.

EDIT :
Pro :
+ Remappable controls.

Con :
- You are bound to unleash the skill of the card whenever you summoned them. They should've added an option to trigger the
skill or not, because it's a waste of mana.

I've been playing more and, the longer you play, the more challenging enemies awaits, there's also a handicap option to on some
areas to increase the dificulty, i love this one it makes the battle is more exciting than before.. gt;Play as France
>Conquer Austria, Prussia, Russia and Britain
>What now?
>Conquer Ottomans

>Install DarthMod
>Play as Poland
>Warsaw is great but I don't wanna mess up with my neighbours
>Struggle to develop my economy cuz I cannot establish sea trade routes
>Finally able to train and feed enough troops
>Conquer Ottomans
>Ready to conquer the world

>Play as Greece
>Trade with great powers
>Rich
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>Train recruits
>Conquer Ottomans
>Ready to conquer the world

>Play as Sardinia
>Trade with great powers
>Rich
>Train recruits
>Conquer Ottomans
>Ready to conquer the world

10/10 would bully the Sultan again. Decent timewaster, i'd say.. it's your basic "shoot enemies, avoid being shot and/or ramming
the wall" type game

Pros:
- Simple but functional graphics
- Tight controls (although not adjustable)
- OK soundtrack (not amazing, but not annoying either)
- Has a sort of score multiplier that goes up as long as no enemy leaves the screen alive, for just a little bit more depth than is
immediately apparent

Cons:
- Randomness of powerups.. I've had runs where I had every weapon powerup by level 2, also ones where i'm on lvl9 with only a
double-stream weapon
- Powerups are permanent (once you have all upgrades, there's no use in picking up anything but health & shields)
- Enemy patterns seem to be the same every time, I think that would be better if it were randomized a bit
- All but one of the achievements can be yours in a single run (well I guess the "kill 10k planes" one could be done, but you'd
need some amazing luck :P)

Other thoughts:
- The enemies get guided missiles on higher levels, why not the player?
- Why is there a counter for your height on the screen if it has no function? (maybe make this the score-per-kill instead of a
fixed 100)
- In a game named "Planes, Bullets and Vodka", i'd expect more of a vodka theme in the game? maybe a powerup that's better to
avoid (that reverses the controls or blurs the screen) would be nice
Although, if you've been playing the game for a while and quit, looking at windows on your desktop feels rather trippy for a few
mins (like they're moving upwards :P). We talk a lot about games ageing poorly, and it can often be hard to tell precisely what
that means and what it is that makes a game subject to it. A prime example of this phenomenon is Sonic the Hedgehog, 1991
critical darling and Harbinger of Screaming Children. The Sega Mega Drive\u2019s biggest success is still cited today as a great
title, usually to the effect of: \u201chow did they \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up this franchise so colossally?\u201d. Such a
consensus tends to come from people who loved Sonic as a 10-year-old in the early \u201890s, but haven\u2019t played it since.
The reason I say this is because playing Sonic the Hedgehog is like trying to read a book on a high-speed rollercoaster. I
don\u2019t know if it\u2019s the headachy, precise level design, slippery, high-speed controls, or the way these things combine
with the tiny view distance to create a game that only a purpose-built robot could play without having memorised level
patterns\u2026 actually, that pretty much says it all.

Sonic is the Ubisoft sandbox of the last generation; a game so vapid and poorly designed that it\u2019s continued popularity is
nothing but a glaring testament to the amount of nostalgia junkies who just never got around to replaying it. When you\u2019re
holding down right and pounding along at 300 km\/h it\u2019s lovely, with the admittedly excellent Mega Drive graphics dashing
by at mach speed, but it\u2019s when the game suddenly and without warning transitions into a Mario-esque platform hop over
spike pits that it gets hairy. The only way you\u2019d know this obstacle is coming is by knowing the level, so on your first
playthrough you\u2019re \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed. It\u2019s not just retrospectively awful game design; in 1991, Sonic
was still a steaming pile of garbage and now, stripped of the value that it\u2019s aesthetics gave it then, it stands as a monument to
just how far you could get on graphics alone in an era before they existed on this scale. Unless you loved it as a kid and are willing
to spend a couple of hours in denial, avoid Sonic the Hedgehog like you\u2019d avoid an actual hedgehog that moved that fast.. 
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Superbrothers: Sword & Sworcery EP is a kind of game that you may hate before you love it.

You play as a girl (that looks like a random pile of pixels) that explores a tiny mysterious world, fights deadly monsters and tries to
make sense of it all.

It is a point and click adventure with several fighting sequences. Sometimes it gets very confusing. In-game hints are often not
helpful. You end up wondering around without knowing what to do. The fact that some in-game events only happen during certain
real life moon phases (the game checks the date every time you play) is not making things easier.

Use the guide or watch walkthrough videos if you get stuck. Judging by achievement stats less than 10% actually manage to finish
the game even though it is just a couple of hours long. Things start making much more sense on the second playthrough if you ever
get to that point.

This game is beautiful. It is funny. It is confusing. It is scary. It is sad. It is weird. Very very weird.
A review won’t do it justice. You have to experience it. And music... music is amazing.

Rating: A piece of indie gaming art / 10.. This game is the sequel to the free-to-play Serafina's Saga. While nominally associated
with that game, Serafina is not the protagonist in this title. Instead, she is one of the possible future rulers of Darzia. And may well
have ended up that way, except for the little matter of the death of the previous queen, and suspicions that land on each of the
claimants, leaving the protagonist Odell Perin as regent. Now you have to figure out how to rule while trying to find the true killer.4

Perhaps you yourself will take the crown.. Oh this game brings be back to my old school's IT room, only little young me back then
didn't know how to play the game properly and carelessly sent many Zoombinis to their doom for not providing a certain pizza troll
enough toppings. As well as the "Dum-Dum-Dum-Dum-D-D-Dum-D-D-Dum" of moving onto the next puzzle. When I meraciously
solved the puzzle in question.

Don't let the kid friendly art style and tone put you off, if you are looking for a game to test your logical thinking and problem
solving. Look no further. In fact, it's a light hearted logical challenge for all ages. You will lose Zoombinis on the easiest difficulty
if you're not thinking hard enough.. I love SuperFighters and now that I got the Deluxe version i love it even more.I would
recommend this game if you like 2D, multiplayer, action packed platformer's. I FREAKIN LOVE IT
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Ugh....why oh why did I buy this game? its ANAL. You need to press multiple keys in sequence to get a bus moving at ALL, -
passwords and driver number on the ignition? seriously? (why ffs? are you scared of people stealing virtual buses?), & issuing
tickets? games are supposed to be FUN, if I wanted to be a bus nerd I`d put an anorak & glasses on and go and stand on my
street corner with a notepad,

 (come to think of it, that might be more fun).

I bought this under the mistaken impression I could just jump in a bus and go, mount kerbs, throw people out of the bus
windows and mow people down, then drive it through the nearest shopping mall, burn it and dance around naked, but I suspect
this game would throw you back to the start for not issuing the correct ticket for that....
Not one of my better purchases.. okay man like what

Serious Talk:
Puzzles on par with rest of series
Much heavier on story, more investment in characters
This occaisonaly distracts from emphasis on atmosphere, abstractity. I got the game for $3.
I and many others played it for 2 hours because after that you're done.
A short maximum playtime even does not damn a game to being bad and I enjoy puzzle games, but this doesn't really offer any
kind of challenge.
It is mostly a walking sim from a dollhouse like cross-section perspective of one industrial building after another.
The music isn't particularly memorable and the story is somehow both highly obfuscated and shallow.
I can't in good conscience recommend this game to anyone.
For a better and similar version of the story I'd recommend Paratopic or Jazzpunk and for a better puzzle game centered around
dragging a camera around and clicking on locations I'd recommend The Room series.
. Man, nostalgia can make you buy some weird things. But I can't find one thing to complain about with Spy Fox, especially
considering this game was a big part of my childhood gaming experience.. Well-balanced tower defense set inside an especially
compromised immune system.

Tower upgrades and improvements include the usual suspects, with a decent difficulty curve.

DYL is not genre-redefining but is evident of solid design (frame rate drops on busier maps notwithstanding).

- Skinny from the Fat B*stard (curator link). This game is the best superhero game I've played so far, especially for fans of the
golden-silver age of comic books.
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